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The South African rand started the session marginally weaker on Friday, opening the session at R13.7617/$  ahead of 

the U.S inflation data release, trading slightly firmer for the latter part of the day. However, the local unit struggled to 

hold on to its marginal gains, as it consolidated to end the session flat at R13.7570/$ish.

In other news, President Cyril Ramaphosa adjusted the country to alert level 2, following  an increase in Covid-19 

cases in the past few weeks.

On the data front, we have Trade data locally, and internationally we have CPI from Germany and Italy. The US 

markets and UK will be closed for holidays today.
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The US dollar index edged higher on the day, trading at a two-week high during the session, although the greenback 

struggled to maintain its gains, consolidating to end the session slightly flat. Soon after reaching a high of 90.441, the 

greenback came under immense pressure, on the back of month-end flows, rising inflationary pressure, and trader's 

strategies ahead of the US holiday.   

The euro found some reprieve on the day, after retreating to a more than one week low in the session. The US 

economic data, which pointed out to inflationary pressure, along with prospects of more stimulus from US, picked up 

the euro from a low of $1.2134ish on the day, before consolidating to end the session flat at $1.2190.

The pound sterling capped its losses on the day, managing to pick up momentum from a low of $1.4137, as the dollar 

came under immense selling pressure on the day. 
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